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Goods and Services

§ Any primary or complementary activity
that does not directly produce a physical
product

§ Banking, tourism, health services and
others

§ Physical product that can be seen,
touched, or possibly consumed

àVery durable: does not wear out quickly
(lasts at least three years)

àNot durable: it is not useful once it is
used or it has a short duration (it lasts a
maximum of three years)

ServiceGoods

Tinder
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Differences between goods and services

CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICES CHARACTERISTICS OF PRODUCTS

Intangible: Ride in an airline seat Tangible: The seat itself

Produced and consumed simultaneously: Beauty salon
produces a haircut that is consumed as it is produced

Product can usually be kept in inventory (beauty care 
products)

Unique: Your investments and medical care are unique Similar products produced (iPods)

High customer interaction: Often what the customer is
paying for (consulting, education) Limited customer involvement in production

Inconsistent product definition: Auto insurance changes
with age and type of car Product standardized (iPhone)

Often knowledge based: Legal, education, and medical 
services are hard to automate

Standard tangible product tends to make
automation feasible

Services dispersed: Service may occur at retail store, 
local office, house call, or via Internet

Product typically produced at a fixed facility

Quality may be hard to evaluate: Consulting,
education, and medical services

Many aspects of quality for tangible products are easy to 
evaluate (strength of a bolt)

Reselling is unusual: Musical concert or medical care Product often has some residual value
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Definition

“… is the set of activities that creates value in the form of goods and services by transforming
inputs into outputs” (Render, 2017 )

Operations Management

“is an area of management concerned with designing and controlling the process of production
and redesigning business operations in the production of goods or services […] is primarily
concerned with planning, organizing and supervising in the production, manufacturing or the
provision of services ” (Wikipedia, 2021 )

“The task of production management is the goal-oriented design and control of the transformation
processes. This includes planning, monitoring and control of operational resources (human,
machines, materials, information), so that products and services can be created as required by this
operation in the quantity and quality required in the specified time with the lowest cost and capital
expenditure.” (Schuh, 2014)
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Operations as a process

Input 
resources

Output products
and services

Operations 
management

Shaping processes, 
products/services

Improving
operation’s capabilities

Planning and 
controlling ongoing 
operations

Deliver

Design Develop

Direct
Steering operations 
and processes

Value 
added for 
customers

Transformed 
resources

- Materials
- Information
- Customers

Transforming 
resources

- Facilities
- Staff
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Operations as a process

Operations as a process provides a basis for seeing an entire business as a system of interconnected
processes. This makes it possible to analyze an organization and improve it from a process point of
view
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Strategic operations and supply chain decisiones: an example

§ Pizza U.S.A., Inc., produces and markets pizzas on a national basis.
§ The firm consists of 85 company-owned and franchised outlets (each called a store) in the United

States.
§ The operations function in this company exists at two levels: the corporate level and the level of the

individual store.

§ Describe the five main decisions made by operations and supply chain managers.
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Framework for operations decisiones in supply chain according to
Schroeder

§ Careful attention to the five decision
areas in the framework is the key to
the successful management of
operations and the associated supply
chain.

§ Indeed, well-managed operations
and its supply chain can be defined
in terms of this decision framework.

§ If decisions in each of the five
groupings support the strategy of the
firm, provide value, and are well
integrated with the other functions of
the organization, the operations
function and its associated supply
chain can be considered well
managed.
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Strategic Operations Management Decisions according to Render

Strategic OM Decisions

Design of goods and services

Managing quality

Process and capacity strategy

Location strategy

Layout strategy

Human resources and job design

Supply chain management

Inventory management

Scheduling

Maintenance
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Operations Management as cross-functional decision making

§ Functional areas are concerned with a
particular focus of responsibility or
decision making in an organization.

§ Every function must be concerned not
only with its own decision
responsibilities but also with
integrating decisions with other
functions.

§ The five areas of operations and
supply chain decisions, cannot be
made separately; they must be
carefully integrated with one another
and, equally important, with decisions
made in marketing, finance, and other
parts of the organization
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Focus on
time

Focus on
service and 
value

Focus on
sustainability

Focus on data and analysis

Focus on cost
and efficiency

Focus
in quality

Focus on
customization
and design

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

Eras of production management: 7 approaches through history
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Eras of production management: 7 approaches through history

1960 2020

Cost minimization Sustainability

Mass production Mass customization

Manufacturing-based
technology

Information-based
technology

Focus on assets Focus on the value of 
goods and services

Local markets Global markets
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Fathers of Operations Management

Edwards Deming
§ Used statistics to analyze processes
§ His methods involved operators in decision-

making
§ Creator, consultant and promoter of the

concept of total quality management

Frederick Taylor
§ Father of scientific administration
§ He contributed to the recruitment, planning and

scheduling
§ He started with the first time and motion

studies (study how homework should be done)
§ He created principles of efficiency.

Henry Ford
§ Founder of Ford Motor Company
§ Father of modern production lines for mass

production.
§ He introduced the concept of the assembly

line, where men stayed in one place and 
materials moved.

§ He paid his employees well ($ 5 / hour)!

Frank & Lillian Gilbreth
§ Used statistics to analyze processes
§ Their methods involved operators in decision-

making
§ Creators, consultants and promoters of the

concept of total quality management
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We live in a VUCA world

The need for agile enterprises is rising
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Challenges and trends
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Industry 4.0
§ Represents a new level of organization and control of the entire value chain throughout the life cycle

of products through the [digital network] connection of people, objects and systems, dynamic added
value networks are created, optimized in real time and self-organized between companies [...]

Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e.V.

“It is the integral 
transformation of the entire 
sphere of industrial 
production through the 
fusion of digital technology 
and the internet with 
conventional industry.”

- Angela Merkel 
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